
 

 

Help Wanted Ads: “Back to the Future” 
 

 

 

Most job ads are bland at best and downright unappealing at worst. That can be a 

tough message to hear, but a majority of HR and recruiting executives do understand the 

reality that recruiting messages need to get better.” 

“How to Use ChatGPT to Drastically Improve Your Job Ads” 

Leadership IQ, Mark Murphy, 9/13/2023 

 

 

If the messages of the experts in the recruiting profession as cited are accurate, the need 

for more descriptive job information and information concerning working environment, 

supervisory style and organizational climate are necessary. 

“Deciphering Messages in Recruitment Ads,” 

Personnel Administrator, James W. Schreier, March, 1983 
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…in today’ labor market, where increasing demands are being made for job relevance, 

quality of work life, and other job satisfaction factors, should more of the information 

pertaining to the working environment and job duties be portrayed in the recruitment 

campaign?  If the messages of the experts in the recruiting profession as cited are 

accurate, the need for more descriptive job information and information concerning 

working environment, supervisory style and organizational climate are necessary. 

“Deciphering Messages in Recruitment Ads,” 

Personnel Administrator, James W. Schreier, March, 1983 

 

“Back to the Future?”  A blog post in 2023 and a magazine article in 1983 – certainly very 

different but essentially saying the same things:  recruiting messages are boring and can be 

changed! 

In 1983, I analyzed 200 classified 

display ads representing ten job 

categories (Financial, Personnel, 

Engineering, Clerical, Accounting, 

Nursing, Marketing, Scientific, 

Entrepreneurial, Operations).  The 

analysis was based on the principles 

of Transactional Analysis, which looks 

at the content of the messages based 

on the definition of “ego states.” 

The research revealed that the classified ads: 

• Included primarily “Adult” factual information, averaging 62% of the content, 

followed by “Critical Parent,” i.e., judgmental information, averaging 12%.  

• Significant differences were found in the comparisons of all ten categories 

analyzed. 

• Differences in categories, e.g., higher “Nurturing Parent” in Nursing, were in 

predicted directions. 

The following chart offers a sample of these differences for three of the job categories.  The 

categories, Personnel, Nursing, and Entrepreneurial, were selected because the differences in 

the “Adult” and “Child” ego states are clearly seen – and easily explained. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Personnel Administrator article, including updated charts, can be downloaded here.  A 

more “researched-focused” version of the project, “Ego State Components in Help Wanted 

Advertising,”  was published in the Transactional Analysis Journal. 

 

Back to the Future 

An interesting possibility arose from this forty-year connection – asking ChatGPT to propose 

applying the Transactional Analysis “ego states” to help wanted ads in a positive way. 

 

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/036215378401400115


 

 

 
Ego States – Significant Differences 
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